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                              Foreword

      Before entering upon the main discussion 1 'think it propet as a

matter of cotirse to give the outline of the modern linguistic science，

which is closely connected with phonetics on which my present subject

basically depends．

      Man is the only being possessed of speech to express his thoughts' and

feelings． When he invepted written symbols as a Means of communication，

his civilization set in rapid promotfon at an unbelievable stride． The

invention of printing machine has still more qui'ckened its 'pace for these

seVeral centuries． ln modern times，' hovLTever， succesive appearances'Of

various 'types of mechanical' devices recording speeches 'and soundS as well as

images have greatly added to itS velocity in the development of our cultural

life． The human brain is indeed Nature's greatest miracle； it' would be

unbelievable that such a． creation could have co皿e illto being iロthe animal．

ki'ngdom did we not have before our eyes these graded steps which lead up

to it． Now we are urged to adjust ourselves to this extraordinary progress

of civilization． We live indeed in the age'of mass communication daily

necessitated to match ourselves with what is called “Lifelong Education”．

In spite'of the importance・of speech sound in our' civilized life， printing

still plays such・an important-role that we are apt to forget that ・language

'is primarily speech， while the written or printed word is merely
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a kind of substitute 一“ in'rnany ways a most valuab！e， but in other

respect a poor one 一 for the spoken and heard word． Many' attributes

which have vital importance in speech 一 junctures， pitch， stress， tone

of voice， thus especia11y those elements which give expression to delicate

emotions rather than to logical thinking 一 will not come out in the

cprnparatively rigid medium of writing， or are imperfectly rendered by

such means 'as dashes， italicizing and punctuation． We should， therefore，

reperceive human utterance as a direct medium， for language study has taken

a gradual turn to modern lingustic science which chiefly deals with con-

crete speech material， not documental study as philology does． Especially

in the United States， the Yale School led by Bloomfield originated

what is called structural linguistics which is primarily interested in disco-

vering and describing as concisely and accurately as possible the interH

relatlonship and Patterns which make up the intricate structures of lang-

uages． lt has thus developed its own method for these forty years in an

attempt to discover structural features in' @common with a number of， lndian

languages grown in their own native soil． ln a sense， structural ling-

uistics npay be called the mathe皿atics of language study because of its

seemingly abstract and preoccupied features 'with methods． lt， however，

in its widest sense， comprises in it the Prague School in Europe headed

by Trubetzkoy and Jacobson， and the Copenhagen School led by

Hjelmslov．

     For our present discussion 1 would like to recognize four branches

based on structural linguistics in order to ・clarify the respective subject

matter to be dealt with in each branch． They are：

  1． Phonetics， whose subject matter is concerned with speech-sounds or

qualties and their・ofganization into speech-sounds， or phones．

  2． Phonemics， whose subject matter is concerned with the organization

of phones into groups called phonemes， whose members are the significant

sou' 獅р?of speech．
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  3． Morphemics， whose subject matter is concerned with the organization

of phonemics into meaningful groups called morphs． lt is also concerned

with，the organizqtion of these morphs into family group， called mor-

phenies， and the combination of morphemes into words．

  4． Grammar， wh6se subject matter is concerned with the organization

of words into various combinations， which often represents many layers of

structure， such as phrases， senterices and complete utterances．

     On the whole， linguistics does not at present go any further． Finally，

however， we should takd not60f the ter皿phonology． This is used．to'

mean a general term embracing phonetics and phonemics． lt is thus

convenient， for example， to speak of “Cthe phonology of Eriglish，” meaning

all matters concerning the sound-systein of English．

     Morphology and syntax are to be taken as subdivisions of grammar；

the forlner deals with the g． tructure of words， the latter with the structure

of word group．

     Tranformational grammar now much talked of was born when the

New Bloomfieldian School came to，a deadlocl〈．

     1 have thus far roughly stated the outline of modern linguistic

seience in its developing process in order to define the placement of

phonetics， based on which I intend to point out some distinctive diffe-

rences in articulatory features in my comparative study of both languages，

for 1 hope the contrastive explanation will help understand the distinctive

features commonly lurking unobserved in both languages．

ComPlete・ Mastery of Mother Tongue： Generally speaking， as． a child we

unconsciously learn by five or six years of age the sound system of our

mother tongue tQgether with its basic word-order． ln other words our

speech organ becomes habituated to the natural utterance of our vernacular

as a result of pronouncing many thousands of times． The oldet we grow，

therefore， the more difficult'it is to learn to pronounce other speech-

sounds．'
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IncompPlete ・Mastery of'Foreign ・SPeech-Sounas： Strictly ．speaking， no

two・languages are one and the same in indivisual・sounds'when closely

examined，一 and it is hardly possible tp achieve complete mastery of pron”

unciation only・within limitted class hours allotted to the learner． ・Then，

most of us are inclined to be contented with incomplete mastery， giving

it up halfway， allowing our pronunciation to remain incorrigible for the

rest of our lifetime．

．ExPerimenlal Phonetics：，．In the experimental phonetics'・of today the

analysis of speech sounds in genera1 is possible，． and shade．of difference

in pronunciation betw een 'sound and sound is to． be shown，by means・ of

specially deviced apparatus such as the kimograph， oscillogrph， etc・

Speech-sounds are thus recorded．and observed aurally and．visually・by these

various types of recording machines，． but the mechanical bbservation alone

．would not be suffcient unless they are actually mastered by practiqe through

the personal guidanc e of a native speaker or a well-trained teacher・ At

．耳arvard and Cornell Universities， therefore， they use what is called

informant in the foreign language pronunciatio' ?drill while non-native

teachers ar．e gnly in chq． rge'of grammatical classes， co-operating with the

former， ． filling up eac'h other's． shortcomiqgs in foreign． lqnguage teqchi，ng．

Ngw we have corr｝e to t．he stage that we． should discuss the characteristics

in both languages．

General Tongue Posiiion of faPanese ComPared with That of English：

1． Generally speaking the tongue position in Japanese may be said tQ be

  farther forward than in English， William B． Pettus pointed out in his

  book， “℃omparison of English and Japanese” ・（1914）． He remarks in the

  same； ““The movement of the Japanese back tongue is generallY・more

  inactive， ・ especially in vowels． This is partly because of・ the articulation

pecul．iar to Japanese，・ 'where its． pitch tone predominates its stress

  movement．”' This may be easily identified when in movie pic tures we

  watch the ac tive moVement Qf English actors' and actresses' lips overlapped
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  by the Japanese versiori．

2． Again he resumes； t〈Few of the Japanese back vowels are produced

  farther backward than the mediate sounds between English （o） and （o）．

3． The Japanese「ウ」〔ω〕，for example， differs not only in its shape of

  the mouth from that 6f the English （g）， but it is made much farther

  forward than in EIlglish， without the lips pouting o叫． The English〔u〕

  must be produced with lips pouted， th e back tongue raised toward the

  hard palate as in； book （buk） ， foot （fut） ， who （hu：）， woman （wamen）．

  Most Japanese beginners are liable to replace （u） in these words by the

  Japanese （di）． 1 have once heard an American professor make a remark

  on this Japanese inactive way 'of pronunciation as “lip-1．aziness．” Although

  in fact C“Kabuki” and ”Y6kyoku” performers speak in deep voice articu-

  lated farther backward ill the皿outh， it is not the usual way of talking

 in everyday spoken Japanese．

Some Confusing Sbunds ComParea：

1． English〔i〕is llot the sa皿e ln quality as Japanese〔i〕「イ」：It is purely

 avowel produced with the tbngue-tip slightly raised toward the teeth

  ridge， while Japanese （i） r 4 A mostly with the tongue blade spreading

 dQwn， the・middle and front of the tongue much nearer to the hard

 palate over its large area． ．It sounds， therefore， a kind of or rather

 like a palatal consonant （j）． English （i） is somewhat near （e） in the

  mouth positip． n． Some Americans pronounce ““sit” as （set） ． Japanese

  〔i〕 「イ」 has a shade Qf soulld near English〔j〕 as in く更yes” or“cyear”．

 Palmer and Jones subdivide English （i） into three variants； 1） a tense

  （i） as in the first stressed syllable of ““pity” （pfti） ， 2） a lax （i） as

 in t“fit” and ““sit”， 3） and an unstressed weak （i） as in the second

 syllable of “Ccity” （siti） and t“money” （mKni）． On a menue at a

 ；London restaurant I was surprised to find Japanese「酒」phonetically

 spelt “〈SAKI”． The boy actually pronounced it as （saki）， not （sake）

 which would be so pronounced by a Japanese．
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     Here， 1 must point 6ut a noteworthy fact that English （si）， （ti），

  （di） ， （ni） ，' （pi） ， （bi） ， （r'i） ， （li） ，' （fi） ，' 'etc． ar'e carelessly

 pronounced by most Japanese， least aware 'of himself in the habit of

 bringing in'to English his palatalized sounds （fj）， （tfj），， （d3j），

  （nj）， （pj）， （bj）， （rj）， （lj）．， （fj）， etc． For example； city

  （sfti）， tip （tip）， team （ti：m）， Edison （6disn）， any （6ni）， cap'ital

  （ka6pitl）， country （kKntri） rid （rid）， fill （fil）， little （litl） as （fitfi） ，

  （tfjp）， （tfj：m）， （6dsjson）， （6nj）， （Kadpjtal）， （Kantrj）， （rjd），・

  （fj ：1） ， （lj tl to） ．

2・ English （e） is always extremely short and unstressed， so that its exact

  value is difficult to observe or describe： the vowel is' subjeet to slight

  variations depending 6n the individual speaker and on the nature of the

  adjoining sounds． Jones establishes three variants， but for foreign lear-

  nets it is sufficient to learn to produce the central one which is pronoun-

  ced vaguely blended with or rather influenced by ．the adjoinlng stressed

  syllable． lt never takes any stress whatever．

3・ English （h） is defined as a voiceless glotal fricative consonant rather

  weakly pronouneed with voic eless sound， both the tongue and lips in

  their natural position： Some English native drops （h） when not initial

or in an unstres' 唐??syllable as in； hotel （out61） ， historical （ist5rikol），

  habitual （ohitSuel） ． ln ““hour”， ““honour” and ““honest”，t （h） has been

hi・t・・i・ally・lid・d， b・t iパくh・m…u・”・nd h・m・u・”，〔jd：m・r・・〕，

   〔j丘：me〕 are now regarded as old fashioned． In spok6n Eエ191ish， the

   〔h〕 is usually dropped when not e皿phasized as i11； t“he has 〔z〕 a hat

  in his （iz） hand” ““he paid her （o：） what he （i） owed her（o：）．”

  In Cockney they often drop （h）．

      Japanese 「ヒ」 〔g〕 and 「フ」 〔φ〕 are so transcribed with．narroφ

  signs because of their different qualities from English （h） phonemes．

  They are pronounc ed respectively with more breath-force than （hi） and

  （hu）， endihg with or rather gliding to vowels （i） and （u） ． ln modern
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  Japanese the initial consQnant （h） of （ha） ．is often drQpped by．some

  women and children as in； 「ア・f」 〔ai〕 and 「アイヨ」 〔aijo〕 ins㌻ead

  of （hai） and （haijo） in Tokyo dialec t．

4・ English 〔1〕， 〔r〕，and Japanese 「ラ」 〔エ〕 series：

  （1） is， as it were， a mellifluent sound articulated in a pro1onged voice

  passing'through both or one side of the tongue with its tip slightly

  touching against the teeth-ridge． lt is said to have been a favorite sound
                                                          l

  of Tennyson's， who often used it 'in his poems when he wished to express

  some feeling of smoothness， liquidity and lucidity as in， ““Low on the

  sand and loud on the stone The last wheel echoes away． （Maud） lt

  has， as you know， two varian．ts： clear （1） and dark （t） ． The former

g6nerally appears initially or before vowels， more often before （i：） and

  （i） as in； t｛lee．d，” ““live”， etc．．； the latter is used fina．11y and before

  consonants as in； ”tall”， ”well”， ““silver”． Japanese beginners often put

  in （co） after the dark （D as in； full （fultu） well （welto）． （r）

  has a few variants， but the standard （r） is generally heard in the

  Southern English pronoiinced with the tongue tip slightly retracted 'or

  curled up， touching neither the upper teeth-ridge nor the hard palate．

  Northern England and Scotland types are usually rolled or trilled （r） ，

  the togue tip momentarily touching on and off the palate． Semi-rollecl

（r） is the Southern tybe made by some， the tongue tip lightly tapping

  but onee at the hard palate．

     The initial sound of the Japanese （J） series is quite different in

  quality either from （1） or from （r）． lt is produced by the front

  tongue flqpping forc efully at the upper teeth-ridge， partly similar in a

  way to （1） and （r） in its instantaneus on-and-off movements' of the

  tongue． Hence the difficulty fgr Japanese to distinguish （1） from （r）

  in 'recognizing and producing both sounds as in； urnbrella （Ambr61e） ，

  terrible'（t6rebl） ， railroad （r6ilroud） ， ring the bell （rin 6e b61） or final

  -ly and 一ry as in； family， country， etc．
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  The Japanese．「レ」 〔」e〕tends to disapPear in rapid familiar talking as

  in； 「ナサレタ」 〔nasaieta〕．一→〔nasatta〕，「ソレカラ」〔soエekaJa〕一→

  （se：kaJa） ．

5．English 〔z〕，〔3〕，〔d5〕 and Japanese 「ジ」 〔5i〕，「ヂ」 〔d3i〕，

  「ズ」 〔zu〕 ， 「ヅ」 〔dzu〕 ＝

     The Japanese sounds shown above are respectively transcribed as

above with phonetic signs for practical purposes in ord，er even for a Japanese

to recognize the difference in each sound． For an English native speaker

the distinction of （s） and （z） ， （S） and （s）'， （tD and （ts） ， （d3）

and （dz） is not important， for it is naturally' a ＄elf-obvious fact for

him． But， strange to say， when it comes to the Japanese， somehow they

confuse．「ジ」 〔3i〕 ahd 「ヂ」 〔d5i〕， 「ズ」 〔zu〕 and 「ヅ」．〔dzu〕 in

Japan ese pholle皿es． For example；富士「フジ」〔fu3i〕and藤「フヂ」

〔fud5i〕，自信「ジシン」〔5i∫in〕and地震「デシン」 〔d5i∫in〕． It seems

quite unreasonable that the Japanese who never confuse the sounds of the

「サ」 〔sa〕series produced with the tip of the tongue not touching at the

upPer teeth-ridge and those of the 「タ」 〔ta〕 series with the tip touching

at the upper teeth-ridge sh6uld c611fuse the voiced fricative「ジ」．〔5i〕and

the plosi▽e-fricative 「ヂ」 〔d5i〕，「ズ」 〔zu〕 and 「ヅ」 〔dzu〕， though

they can distinguish 「シ」 〔∫i〕 from「チ」 〔t∫i〕and 「ス」 〔su〕 from

「ツ」 〔tsu〕．This is probably due to the fact that in the case of．．〔5i〕 and

（dsi）， （zu） and （dzu）， the overpowering resonanc e of the voic ed

plosive （d） has naturally caused this diffic ulty in distinguishing （si）

from （dsi） and （zu） from （dzu）． Such a confusion， however， is

now becoming nationwidely accepted in the modern spoken Japanese exce-

pting in a few distric ts， or rather standardized throughout the country．

And therefore a matter of no i皿portance at p．resent as far as it concems

Japan6se． On the contrary， however， the c onfusion is never permissible

in English．'Accordingly， ““gin” （dsin） is naturally easy for Japanese
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but not in such as ““zinc” （zink）， ”leisure” （16so）， “Cmeasure” （m6so），

Elzinga （proper name） （61zingo）， etc． They are apt to be mis-prono-

unced （dsink） ， （16dse） ， （m6d3e） ， （61d3inge） ．

6． 〔m〕，〔n〕，〔η〕 and Japanese「ン」 〔η〕：It should be'noted that

  there exists an important relationship between the English （m）， （n），

  （n） and the Japanese （op） souhd． To begi n with， 1 must here reaffirm

  the accepted fact that （m）， （n）， and （n） are produced by the forceful

 resonance while the Voiced sounds passing through the nasal cavity with

 the soft palate lowered， the difference of each soupd effected by．its

 resonancg area formed by the elosed lips or blocked by raising the tongue-

 tip against the tee'th-ridge or by raising the back of the tongue to touch

'the fore part of the soft palate． （m） and （n） are so denoted with the

 Ietters m and n aS no explantion repuired， but （n） is， though spelt 一ng，

 so changeable in quality affected by the adjac ent sound that it is necessary

 to give a general rule for practical purposes；

  1） 一ng is all pronounced （一n） as in； sing （sin）， long （lon）， ri

2）

3）

4）

 一ng ls all pronounc6d 〔一1〕〕as ln； slng 〔siO〕， long．〔b1〕〕，rlng

 〔riη〕，strong〔stroη〕 ， etc． including tongue〔t△1〕〕in this category．

一ng followed by a suffix or a word which begins with a consonant；

kings〔kiηz〕，kingdom 〔kiOdem〕，song-book〔s5Bbuk〕，strongly

〔str5η1i〕， hanged〔hatηd〕， willingness 〔：wiliηp．is〕， etc．

一ng followed by a word which begins with a vowel has two distinc一

 コ

tlons，

i． 一ng （verb， noun） followed by a suffix beginning with a vowel

  as in； singer．〔siη9〕，singing 〔siOiη〕，slangy 〔sl麓ηi〕，winged

  〔wiηd〕．

ii．一ng （adj㏄tive） fo110wed by a superati▽e or a comparative suffix

  is pronounced 〔一1〕9一〕 qs in； longest 〔15！〕gist〕 ， longer 〔151〕99〕 ，

  etc．

 一ng-is pronounced 〔一1〕9一〕 except compound nouns as in anger

〔ノ乏e！〕ge〕，finger 〔fi1〕ge〕，hunger， hungry， linger， jingle， language，
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5）

6）

7）

England， etc．

When the' 撃?狽狽??fn' is followed by the letter 〈k'， it is assimilated

into （n） as in； ink （ink）， anker．（EeokQ）， think， monkey， etc．

When c on一 is followed by （k） or （g）， there are two distinc tions；

i． The accented bon一 is pronounced （q） as in； eonquer （k5nko），

 conquest （k5rpkwest）， c ongress （k5ngres）， etc．

ii． The unaccented c on一 followed by an accented syllable （including

  the secondary accent） is pronounced （n） as in； concur （kenk6：），

  congratulation （kongrbetju16ifon） ， etc．

in一， en一， un一； Cn' is all pronounced （n）， even when followed

  by （k） or （g）； increase （inkri：s） （n．）， （inkri：s） ．（v．） erigage

   （ing6ids） ， ungrateful （Angr6itfl） ． ' '

     Japanese 「ン」 〔η〕 is so peculiar in quality that it is necessary to

state a little about it in details in contrast with English．〔皿〕， 〔n〕，and

（n） phonemes． The original Japanese （op） is not to be found in En．crlish，

but is changeable in Japanese into' （n） 一， （m） 一'， Cq） 一 like sounds under

the influence of a sound following it． First， we must know the fac t

that the Japanese （op） is not purely a ・nasal consonant． lt is produced

mostly through the nostril but some of the sound escapes through the mouth

at the same time， since it is neither purely nasal nor purely vowel enough

to clai皿as such． b㏄ause of the shotage of its resonant quality． It is． by

nature a kind of continuant like the English lateral and nasals． lt is less

of a sonorous quality able to stand as a single syllable than the English

lateral and nasals． lt can not be e onnec ted， therefore， with a consonant

into one independent syllable though seemingly it should． lt is thus

classified into the consonant group． The sound shows intricate features in

the relationship between the English （m）， and （n）：

  1） （op） sounds like the English （n） when followed by （t（」））， （d（s）），

      〔n〕，〔nj〕，〔r〕 and 〔1〕。For example； 関東〔kanto：〕，パン
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．
）

2

1

3）

チ 〔pant∫i〕，寝台 〔∫indai〕，・感情 〔kand30：〕，困難 〔kon-nan〕，

盛んな〔sakan-na〕，乱入〔ran-nju：〕，転任〔ten-njn〕，真に〔∫in-nj〕，

洗礼〔senrei〕全力〔zenrjoku〕． Therefore English words such as

bent， bench， kind， danger， unnatural， unusual， opinion， unreal，

unreasonable， unless are relatively easy for Japan．ese to pronounce・

While on the other hand， the original Japanese「ン」〔η〕retains

its p㏄uriality unchanged when followed by 〔s〕， 〔z〕，〔∫〕，〔5〕，

〔ω〕， 〔1〕 and a vowel in the initial position of the next syllable

or phrase． For example；先生〔seηsei〕，銀座〔giηza〕，電車〔deη∫a〕，

近所〔kiη30〕電話〔deηwa〕，南洋〔naηjo：〕婚姻〔koηin〕．

    It naturally follows that the〔n〕sound in EIlglish sound clusters

such as； tense〔tens〕 ， can shy， 〔ka∋n s6i〕 ， pansy 〔P艶ηzi〕，insure

〔in∫de〕， onward〔5nwed〕，one year〔wAnj'6：〕，Bunyan〔bKnjon〕

is generally difficult for Japallese． Even a Japallese fairly ad▽anced
                                                             、

in the pronunciation is often unaware of his own fault． The carefuI

observation of the speal（er's own speech tape-recoded would help hi皿

find this fault of his．

 It has been exp'erimentally proved that the Japanese 〔η〕at the en'd

of a word， if not followed by any soulld， is generally pronounced

〔o〕， but in a familiar talking 〔弓〕 or 〔η〕 is alterllatively used

                       コ
・Sin；金銭〔kiη・eη〕・・〔kin・eη〕，婚姻〔k・鋤〕・。〔k。nin〕．cf．

The． English， cking'and 「金」〔kiη〕are just about the same in

quality， whi16「金千円」is pronounc ed 〔kiηseηeη〕． In． K∂nsai and

especially Kyushu Districts beginner students are liable to a

common mistake to pronounce the English 〔o〕 as 〔一ηg〕 as in；

king 〔kiηg〕， ring．〔riηg〕， etc． Thus，．sudh words as； finger，

single，． etc． are not diffichlt for them to pronounce 〔fiηgo〕，

〔siηgl〕，．but not for begillners in Kanto districts who pronounce

purely n・・al〔n〕． M・・t J・p・n・・e a・e al・61i・ble t・replace〔η〕

and 〔v〕 for the Ellglish 〔n〕 sound as in； ten， man， London，
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     ・…，whil・E・gli・h n・・ive・p・akers，．wh・・peak J・p・…e，・・ual．1'y

     bring‡heir own speech-habit of 〔n〕一linking into Japanese and say，

      「山田さんおりますか」〔jamadasanorimasuka〕instead of〔jamadasaη
                                  ）

     orimasuka〕，in which〔op〕does not link with the vowel〔o〕。

  4） The Japallese 〔η〕 is usually pronounced 〔m〕 when followed by

      〔p〕， 〔b〕and〔m〕；Therefore， such words as impart， impolite，

     imply， compare， conlbine， immigrate are correctly pronounced，

     but not in such as， unpromising， inpatient， su耳beam， s．unburn，

     の     lnmate， etc．

7．Elision of〔w〕； In modern English the letter“w'is conventionally

  elided before． or after cr'， e． g． write， wrong， wring， wrinkle， cart-

wright， Berwick〔b6rik〕，Warwich〔w5rik〕．

     In modern Japanese it may be said that「ワ」〔wa〕 is the o111y

  sy11able that still retains its initia1〔w〕，though in 「私」〔wataku∫i〕，

  〔w〕 is often elided into 〔ata∫i〕 and sometimes〔atai〕 in familiar

  dialectical talking among younger women．． This is chiefly because the

  Japanese 〔w〕 is origi311y so weaker・in quality than that of English

  that it dies away in informal rapid talking． For example；「会」〔kwai〕

 一〔kai〕， 「菓子」 〔kwa∫i〕一〔ka∫i〕，まわる〔mawaru〕一〔ma：ru〕，

  「そうでわない」 ．〔so：dewanai〕一〔so：（d）3anai〕 「高くはない」〔takaku-

 wan． ai〕 〔takak．anai〕，etc．

     Th・E・gli・h〔w〕…emi”v・w・1・is s・n・lri・d with it・・th・・．P・i・・

  〔j〕 because of its sonority larger than that of any other consonant

  and its on-glide taking oll a quality inadmissib16 as a vowel． For this

  reason it is often euphonically assimilated with the sound followed in a

 stream of sounds， as in； how are youP〔hawa：ju〕， just as its pair，

  〔1〕 is， as in； rll miss you．〔ailmi∫ju：〕 6r this year 〔6i∫j6：〕．

     In English just as well as Japanese the・speech-sounds are always

  juxtapositionally or accidentally subject to phonetical changes such． as

  assimilation， contraction， elision，  devocalization  and shortening or
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 weakening， etc． in our everyday speech． Here we c ome to realize a

 common'feature which may be called a sense of aesthetic gratification

apd motor-economy working through every living language， which is

 employed to give delicate・ expression to our desires， thoughts， emotions

 and to impart information． The senses may be moved by the blended

 harmony of verbal sounds， by the subtle connotations of ambiguous

 phraseology and by deliberate deviations from common usage．

     In this connection we can derive a'common feature of the use

  of glides， elision， etc． either from Japanese or from English；「見合い」

 〔miai〕  〔mijai〕，「試合」〔∫iai〕  〔∫ijai〕，「三日月」〔mikkatuki）

      〔mikazuki〕，近所〔kiη∫6〕  〔kin（d）50〕，なんということだ〔nanto-

jukotoda） 一 （nantfu：kotta）

     In English we find historically established examples such as； house

  （haus） ， houses （hAuziz） ， picture （Piktjus） 一 （piktfo） ， presume

  〔prizj丘：m〕 〔一zu：皿〕，observe〔obz6：v〕，vineyard〔vinjod〕，cupboard

  （kKbed）， forehead （f5red） or rarely （f6hed）， infamous （infemes），

c．stle （ka：sl） ・， muscle （mAsl） ， etc．

8． Differences of Nature in the Shortening of Both Languages；

  1） Shortening in English speech is a c ommon feature ranging alil〈e

     from the upper and educated classes to the loWer ones， as in； i sn't，

     don't， did11't， ha▽en't， woゴt， shan't， shouldn't， mustn't， daren't etc．

  2） ln Japanese， on the other hand， the shortening suggests class，

     status， age and sex， as m；「そうではありません」〔so：dewa arimaseη〕，

      「そうちゃない」 〔sg：d3anai〕 （spoken to inferiors）・ 〔そうでねえ〕

      〔so：dellei〕 （used in the lower class）， 「私」 〔wataku∫i〕 （polite

     or formal） ， （wataSi） （lgs polite or informal） ， （ore）， （boku）

     etc，「来なさし．Y・〔kinasai〕，〔koi〕，・〔kitamae〕，〔ira∫∫ai〕，etc．

9． Alliterative Usages； These are also a c ommon feature found in both

  speeches or in verses， or perhaps in all human speeches， since．aethetic

  grstification is man's inborn faculty which naturally goes for euphemistic
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expression in speech as st4ted earlier．

   English； 'mi16s and miles

            round and round

            one by one

            little hy litte

            on and on

            etc．

   English verse；

       And iike a downward smoke，
                          一

       Along the c

        一 -i 一
liff to fall and pause and fall did'seem．

For example；

 Japanese； ikurimo ikurimo

            gqru guru to

            hitots zuts

            sukoshi ' zuts

            don don

            etc．

th骨i塞ellder啓ream

（The Lotos-Eaters）

     Japanese verse；

         「瀧の音はたえてひさしくなりぬれど，なζそながれて，なほ聞えけれ」
          一                 一                                 一                           ｝           一                      一．

         「伊勢は津でもつ，津は伊勢でもつ，尾張名古屋は城でもつ」
               一               一        一                                     一                                                                         一

Misc ellany： A friend in need is a friend indeed． A sound mind i4 a

     sound body． A st・itch in time saves nine． Then and there． ' Land

     and Landscape． 'Go to rack and ruin． With might and maim．

     Hale and hearty， etc．「いの一番」，「きたきた きたまの天神さん」，

      「スカットサワヤカ コ．一町コーラ」「おどろきと．どうきさんしょの木」

     etc．

10． Syllabification and Rhythm； Phonetically analized， the smallest unit

 in speech may be defined as an individual syllable， which is c ombined

into a word． A word into a phrase or a sentence． When more than

 two syllables c onnec ted in a word， the definite syllabic sound is most

 forc efully put'fortih than all the others by blending them together with it

as a Whole． lf a word， “textbook” taken up for example， it is to be

 syllabicated into two syllables， （t6kst-buk） with一 stress on the first

syllable， but in Japanese way of pronouncing， it will b6 6 syllables，

〔te-ki・一su-to-buk-k：u：〕． ：Here we see all i皿portant difference betweell the

two； the former is delitiered in its own utterance which moves along
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mainly with a syllabic vowel mo．st strollgly stressed and other weaker

members blended with it， but the latter in its own utterance皿oves

along in a level tone with every consonant and vowel connected simply

together to form a syllable， and we feel in its tone a pitch work：ing as in

amusical tone．rather predomillantly than a stress．

    The above-stated principle may be apPlicable to a Ionger speech． If

the following Japanese were to be read by an English native speaker，

in．@his own utterance， it would be as fo110ws：

    大阪〔6u-se-ko〕，名古屋〔ne-96u-je〕

    この刀は何年四聖のものですか 〔ke-n6u ketaこne we nKnnen kurゑi

    mukゑ：∫i n6U m5nou d6ske〕

    This closely examined， English is found to be characterized by its

own regular rhythm in each sense group or in each breath-group making

up a syllable， the stressed syllable occurring at エhore or less regular

intervals of time，、and the unstressed syllables， whether n：lany or few，

bccupy the time between the stresses． Such regularity is not monoto-

nous， however， because of the pquses made between the groups and

the varying intonation of the group．

    B・a・i・gin mi・d th・・f・・e”said f・・t・・1・t'・・h・・e ．・g・in・t・y t・

contrast both speeches that express the same thought from the rhythmical

point of view； （一   shows high pitch）

                                                                          へ
     「私は酔う筈のない弱い酒にでも酔うんです」 〔wata∫i wa joUhazu no nai

    jowai sake lli de mo jouηdesu〕

      Iget dr丘nk 6ven on v6ry weak wine（which）you w6uldn't exp6ct

    to have any eff6ct．             、

    B：ere we notice that Japanese eonsists mostly of．open-syllabled words

which end with vowels， while English is mostly of consonant-endings；

Plosives， fricatives， affricates， and still more remarkable is the feature that

some words c ontain a c onsonant eluster， as in； street 〔stri：t〕，Please
                                                       ｝

 〔pli：z〕， middle〔midl〕， etc．， and that c omparativeiy rhany words，
  ＿                                                                  一
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end with c onsonants such as plosives， fricatives， lateral and africates

as in； sto丑， seaS， soun重，ゆi圭皇， tea些， judge， chur些， weLl， etc．．，

though there are a limited number of words which end with vowels．

   Let's observe how English verses c onsist of c onsonant-ending syllables

and words；

   ．Should auld ac-quaint-ance be for-got and nev-er brought to mind．

     （10 sylables ending with v6wels，contain ed in the 14 syllables in total）

   The Lord is in his ho-ly tem-ple． Let all the earth keep si-lence．

     （11 vowel 一ending syllables in the 16 sylabbles）

   We now see that the English c onsonants are well defined； voiced

and voiceless c onsonants stand ' 盾魔??against each other in neat symmetry，

and they are， as a rule，． clearly and precisely pronounced． while

Japanese c ontains relatively more vowel-ending syllables and words， a's

they are called open-syllabled， inoving along with musical note chief-

ly c onsisting of pitch tone， high and low．

                                             （To be c ontinued）
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